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This study presents a methodology for the use of parametric Reduced Order Modeling
(ROM) techniques to generate predictive models of hypersonic aerodynamic flow fields. The
goal of this study is to synthesize a methodology for the development of these field surrogate
models using techniques and procedures from the literature. This methodology is applied
to two analytical test problems and one CFD application to demonstrate the functionality
of the methodology and quantify the performance of models generated using various ROM
techniques. The models compared in this study were generated using Proper Orthogonal
Decomposition (POD) as a representative linear dimensionality reduction method, along with
ISOMAP and Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) as representative Nonlinear Dimensionality
Reduction (NLDR) methods. Based on the results of study, it is observed that the NLDR-based
ROMs provide better predictions in the regions of fields near shocks, while linear methods
are found to outperform non-linear methods when predicting steady-state behaviors far from
shocks. Furthermore, nonlinear ROMs generated models of lower dimension than their linear
counterparts, which resulted in significantly lower evaluation cost and could have significant
ramifications if these predictive models are applied to coupled systems analyses.
NOMENCLATURE
a = Step size
c = Cost term
d = ROM dimension
di j = Pairwise distance operator
f ,g = Generic functions
i, j, k, l = Generic indices
k = Number of nearest neighbors
M = Mach number
m = Number of training snapshots
n = Dimension of the field
p = Vector of design parameters
p = Pressure
v = Number of validation snapshots
w = Weight coefficients
W = Snapshot of field data
y = Low-dimensional representation of field
α = Angle of attack
β = Shock angle
γ = Model tuning parameter, ratio of specific heats
δ = Turning angle
ε = Cost function weight
θ = Generic angle
σ = Singular value
τ = Shock vicinity threshold
φ = POD mode
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CFD = Computational Fluid Dynamics
DoE = Design of Experiments
DoF = Degree of Freedom
DR = Dimensionality Reduction
FOM = Full Order Model
FUN3D = Fully Unstructured Navier-Stokes 3-Dimensional Solver
LLE = Locally Linear Embedding
MDAO = Multidisciplinary Design Analysis and Optimization
NLDR = Non-Linear Dimensionality Reduction
PCA = Principal Component Analysis
POD+I = Proper Orthogonal Decomposition plus Interpolation
RBF = Radial Basis Function
RIC = Relative Information Content
ROM = Reduced Order Model
SVD = Singular Value Decomposition
TPS = Thin-Plate Spline
I. Introduction
The demands for the next generation of hypersonic vehicles are growing increasingly complex and diverse. Entitiesfrom the defense, commercial, and civil domains have expressed interest in the development of novel hypersonic
aerial systems to be designed for a variety of tasks. Traditional conceptual design methods are dependent upon the use of
historical data to perform initial conceptual sizing and synthesis [1]. However, when designing novel concepts, it can be
difficult, or even impossible, to evaluate design performance based on historical data because the necessary data likely
do not exist [2]. Thus, the design of novel concepts for which historical data are unavailable requires novel processes to
generate the information needed to carry out systems engineering tasks, particularly during the early design phases
[2]. Today, designers have access to well-developed physics-based simulation tools that enable realistic estimations of
system behavior and performance that can be made at a fraction of the time and cost of physical experiments [3].
Engineers must be able to evaluate system-level performance to determine if multidisciplinary designs are feasible, if
disciplines can be integrated, and if the integrated system is capable of meeting the requirements posed by stakeholders.
Hypersonic systems are unique because they contain unique disciplines that interact in ways that are not seen in other
classes of aircraft. Hypersonic aerial systems are, by necessity, highly-integrated systems that are typically defined by
complex interactions that arise from the tight coupling between disciplines [4]. Typically, when analyzing complex
systems, the fundamental relationships between inputs and outputs are unknown at the system-level and cannot be
inferred from analyzing individual disciplines or derived from first principles [5, 6]. The design of systems of this nature
requires large amounts of information to identify a system design that is both feasible and optimal. Consequently, when
designing novel aerial systems, designers may need to evaluate thousands or even millions of performance simulations
[7].
A central theme in physics-based modeling is the trade-off between model fidelity and computational cost. High-
fidelity tools are desirable because they generally capture a large amount of the underlying physics of the problem
and produce reasonably accurate simulations, but the labor and computational cost that is necessary to implement
high-fidelity tools impose practical constraints on their use. Meanwhile, low-fidelity tools operate at a much lower
computational cost, but are limited in their accuracy and are often only able to capture general trends and sensitivities [8].
For hypersonic aerial systems, quantities such as pressure distributions, forces, and moments can be reasonably predicted
using low-fidelity methods; however, metrics driven by phenomena such as off-body flow features, shock-viscous
interactions, structural dynamics, and non-ideal thermochemistry require high-fidelity analyses to capture at a reasonable
level of uncertainty [9–13]. To be successful, system models must identify all potential relevant physical and functional
impacts [14]. For this reason, a current goal of systems engineering is to increase the fidelity of the analyses that
designers can implement in the early design processes to enable more effective decision support [8].
A common approach to improving the computational efficiency of coupled system analyses is the implementation of
disciplinary surrogate models. To obtain the necessary information, designers typically perform a Design of Experiments
(DoE), in which design cases are selectively evaluated with the goal of maximizing information obtained about a design
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space while minimizing the necessary input cost [15, 16]. Surrogate models are then trained using statistical methods to
approximate a complex analysis model in a way that preserves the accuracy of the original analysis over the sampled
range of parameters in a form that is relatively inexpensive to evaluate. The goal is to evaluate a manageable number of
designs and use these data to train and validate a surrogate model prior to performing a coupled analysis (referred to as
the "offline" phase). Then, the validated surrogate models replace the high-fidelity analysis during system optimization
(referred to as the "online" phase) when the surrogate model is evaluated many times over the course of an optimization.
Since the computational cost of evaluating the surrogate model is typically small with respect to the original high-fidelity
analysis, computational savings is realized over the complete process [17]
Surrogate models that map scalar inputs to scalar outputs have been commonly applied in previous studies and
methods for their implementation have been well developed. However, scalar data are inherently limited because they
cannot describe quantities that vary over the body in detail. This is especially relevant for hypersonic systems, whose
flow fields are characterized by strong shocks and expansions. These strong, discontinuous variations in properties
over a vehicle surface can have significant impacts on thermal protection system design, structural sizing constraints,
aeroelastic performance, scramjet inlet design, stability and control performance, and many other critical design aspects
[18–20]. Therefore, it is critical that designers have access to reliable field data early in the design process to inform
decision-making and produce effective, optimal systems.
Field surrogate modeling, or Reduced Order Modeling (ROM), has been identified as a key enabler for Multi-
disciplinary Design, Analysis, and Optimization (MDAO) of integrated hypersonic aerial systems [17]. A challenge
associated with generating field surrogate models is that the underlying form of the model that best represents the
observed behavior of the field is unknown a priori. With some scalar-to-scalar surrogate models, analysts can assume an
underlying form of the model (e. g. response surface equations often assume the training data can be approximated as a
second order polynomial) [21]. However, this is not practical for field data due to their size and complexity. Instead,
Dimensionality Reduction (DR) techniques can be applied to identify a low-dimensional representation of the field data
that captures the relevant observed behavior that is then used to develop predictive ROMs [22]. DR techniques can be
broadly classified as linear or nonlinear, both of which are discussed in detail in a following section of this paper. Linear
DR techniques, such as Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD), have been applied in aerodynamics for decades
[23–25]. However, Nonlinear Dimensionality Reduction (NLDR) techniques have gotten more recent attention due to
their ability to represent nonlinear field features, such as shocks [26, 27]. In either case, the predictive ROMs generated
using these low-dimensional bases enable high-fidelity field data to be approximated in a compact, computationally
efficient manner.
The objective of this study is to investigate the use of DR techniques to generate surrogate models of hypersonic flow
fields. Linear and nonlinear DR techniques will be investigated to determine which methods produce more accurate
ROMs of fields that contain discontinuous features, such as shocks. This study will examine the sensitivity of surrogate
model accuracy to factors such as the number of training cases, field discretization topology, and method-specific
tuning parameters in an attempt to establish a repeatable and robust process for model generation. The mathematical
formulations of the proposed ROM techniques are discussed in the following section. Next, the details of the
computational methods used to implement these field surrogate models are discussed. Then, test problems are derived
and analyzed to assess the ability of the proposed methodology to create accurate ROMs. Finally, a the results of these
test problems are discussed and fundamental conclusions are formulated.
II. Reduced Order Modeling
Two broad classifications of ROMs have been developed in the literature: intrusive ROMs and non-intrusive ROMs.
Intrusive ROMs generally use sample data along with knowledge of the underlying governing equations of an analysis
model to obtain a reduced order projection [28]. While rooting ROMs in the underlying governing equations can
be attractive and improve model accuracy, these methods risk introducing instabilities into models as the underlying
governing equations grow in dimension and complexity [29]. Furthermore, these methods often require modifications to
be made to underlying source code and are thus not conducive to use with "black box" models [30]. Non-intrusive solve
these issues by only requiring input and output data to fit models. Consequently, non-intrusive models are more widely
applicable and can handle "black box" analysis codes, which make them ideal candidates for highly multidisciplinary
problems [30, 31]. For these reasons, non-intrusive models are chosen for this study.
Non-intrusive ROM techniques can broadly be grouped into two categories: linear models and nonlinear models.
Linear and nonlinear ROMs vary significantly in their properties and underlying assumptions, which can have drive the
ability of these models to accurately capture the underlying behavior of a given data set and make predictions. The
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details of these properties, and their relevance to hypersonic field surrogate modeling, are discussed in the following
sections.
A. Linear Dimensionality Reduction Methods
Perhaps the most commonly used ROM technique is Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD), which is also
referred to in the literature as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) or Karhunen-Loève Decomposition [32]. POD
seeks to project discretized, high-dimensional data into a low-dimensional linear subspace based on sample data, or
"snapshots", obtained at various points in the design space. In POD, the basis functions, or "modes", are identified using
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). Consider a matrix W that is composed of m snapshots of a field of dimension n




∈ Rnxm. SVD can be performed on W such that:
W = UΣVT (1)
Where U ∈ Rnxn, V ∈ Rmxm, and Σ = diag(σ1, ...,σr , ) ∈ Rnxm such that σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ ... ≥ σr ≥ 0 and r = min(n,m);
the squared values of σ21 , ...,σ
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p correspond to the non-zero eigenvalues of WTW and WWT whose corresponding
eigenvectors form the columns of V and U respectively. If the matrix W has rank r where r ≤ m ≤ n, then the first r
columns of the matrix U exhibit the property that:
span{U1, ...,Ur } = span{W1, ...,Wm} (2)
Where the set {W1, ...,Wm} denotes the columns of W and the set {U1, ...,Ur } denotes the first r columns of U. A lower
rank approximation of the original data can be obtained by computing a matrix X ∈ Rnxm with a rank of d such that
d < r [32]. To do this, Σ (and the corresponding columns of U and V) is arranged such that its entries are in descending
order. The reduced rank matrix, X is then obtained by preserving the first d columns of U, which correspond to the d
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a modified version of the original Σ matrix where σd+1 = σd+2 = ... = σr = 0, then:
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rank(X)≤d






| |W − X | |2F = σd+1 (4)
Where | | · | |F denotes the Frobenius norm. A consequence of Equations 3 and 4 is that the basis {U1, ...Ud} leads to the
best rank-d approximation of W according to either the 2-norm or Frobenius norm. A detailed derivation of Equations
3 and 4 as well as the proof of this consequence is presented in Reference [32]. The modes obtained from POD are
uncorrelated (orthogonal) and capture as much variation of the original snapshots as possible, making the reduced basis
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Typically, the number of basis vectors d that are preserved in a POD approximation is not known a priori. Instead, the
analyst selects a desired information content δ ∈ [0,1] to preserve, then selects d basis vectors such that RIC(d) ≥ δ,
with values of δ ≥ .99 seen commonly in application [27, 34].
Each snapshot Wi is generated based on some known combination of parameters pi . A property of SVD is that
the resulting set of basis functions are mutually orthogonal. Thus, for any of the known snapshots, it is possible to
determine the coefficient values on each of the basis functions using inner products [32]. If the coefficient values are
smooth functions of p, then interpolation can be used to determine the POD coefficients for interior values of p, allowing
the flow field predictions at unsampled values of p [23]. The application of interpolation to obtain the POD mode
coefficients is referred to as "POD with Interpolation", or "POD+I". The mathematical formulation of the resulting
predictive field surrogate model for parametric problems discretized in space is given by the following equation:





Where W(x; p) is the predicted field, p is a set of parameters of interest other than space and time. The field is
approximated by its mean value in space, µ(x), and a sum of d basis functions in space, φi(x), with parameterized
weight coefficients, ai(p) [23, 33].
The linear nature of methods like POD makes them intuitive and simple to implement. POD has been applied to
aerodynamic flow fields across the full spectrum of flow regimes [7, 27, 32, 35–39]. While POD has been successfully
applied to numerous applications, it is inherently limited by the assumption that the underlying behavior can be projected
into a linear subspace spanned by the original data [7]. Features that are exhibited in hypersonic flows, such as shocks,
can result in highly nonlinear behavior and thus violate the underlying assumptions of POD, potentially limiting its
capabilities.
B. Nonlinear Dimensionality Reduction Methods
When the underlying behavior of a problem is sufficiently nonlinear, NLDR algorithms can potentially outperform
the previously discussed linear methods when identifying critical underlying behaviors in a given set of data [40].
Manifold Learning algorithms are a family of NLDR methods that are commonly used to identify a low-dimensional
nonlinear manifold that accounts for the observed variability in the high-dimensional data [41]. The fundamental goal of
manifold learning algorithms is to solve the embedding problem, which is stated as follows by Bernstein and Kuleshov:
For a given data set W = {W1, ...,Wm} ⊂ W ⊂ Rn sampled from an unknown submanifold W in
Euclidean space Rn with intrinsic dimensionality dimW = d < n (usually d << n is to be expected), find
an embedding mapping
h :W 7→ Rd, h(Wi) = yi ∈ Rd (7)
which preserves the geometry of the data set W as much as possible, so that the low dimensional data set
Y = {y1, ...,ym} is a good representation of the high-dimensional data set W [42].
Thus, the objective of manifold learning methods is to identify the low-dimensional structures in high-dimensional
data such that the behavior of the high-dimensional data can be efficiently analyzed [27]. There are many different
types of manifold algorithms that have been developed in the literature. Each of these methods seeks to solve the same
fundamental problem, but primarily differ in the metrics used to obtain the "best" low-dimensional embedding through
optimization [39]. Given a set of snapshots for a numerical simulation, all manifold learning algorithms broadly follow
the following steps, according to a survey by Izenman [22]:
1) Construct a graph with the data points as vertices using neighborhood information around each point
2) Transform graph into a form that is suitable for the next step using a procedure unique to the algorithm
3) Perform a spectral embedding by solving an eigenproblem
Each algorithm yields an embedding Y = {y1, ...,ym} where yi ∈ Rd and is the low-dimensional representation of the
full order snapshot Wi ∈ Rn [27]. A simple illustration of this is shown in Figure 1, which is obtained by applying
manifold learning (ISOMAP in this example) to a "Swiss roll" test problem. This example shows data that appear 3-D,
as shown in Figure 1a. However, the data exhibit intrinsically 2-D behavior, which is successfully recovered by the
manifold learning algorithm in Figure 1b.
In general, manifold learning problems are not well-posed because the intrinsic dimensionality, d, of the problem
is not necessarily known a priori. However, when applied to a data set generated by varying a set of parameters, p,
whose dimension is known, it is appropriate to assume that the intrinsic dimensionality of the problem is equal to the
number of parameters in p [27]. Manifold algorithms can either be local or global in nature, where local methods
seek to preserve relationships of points within local regions of the data space while global methods seek to preserve
relationships across all points [22]. Local methods tend to be more computationally efficient and better-conditioned
while global methods can be more accurate when suitable [22]. For this study, ISOMAP is identified as a representative
global method while LLE is identified as representative local method. Many other methods have been developed, but
these two are used as representative methods in this study due to their maturity. Detailed derivations for these methods
are presented in References [40] and [43] respectively.
Similar to POD+I, interpolation can then be applied to the low-dimensional representation to approximate the
coordinates of unsampled points in this low-dimensional space [26]. If the mapping p 7→ W(p) is smooth and the
embedding is known, it can be assumed that the mapping p 7→ yi is also smooth [26]. Thus, an interpolate model
can be fit to estimate y(p) for a set of parameters p within the sampled space of the original snapshots. Then, the
high-dimensional reconstruction of the field can be obtained based on the estimation of low-dimensional parameters
according to various back-mapping techniques [26].
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(a) Original Data (b) Low-Dimensional Representation
Fig. 1 Application of Manifold Learning to Swiss Roll Test Problem
A back-mapping has been applied in previous studies based on the assumption that the data can be treated as locally
linear [26, 44]. Consider the prediction of a field at a set of parameters p∗. If the values of p and their corresponding
low-dimensional manifold coordinates, y, are known at the set of snapshots, then an interpolate method can be used to
map the prediction point p∗ to a prediction point on the manifold, y∗. A k-nearest-neighbor method can be used to
identify the k snapshots whose low-dimensional projections, yj , are closest to y∗. By assuming that the geometry of
the recovered manifold is locally linear, it is possible to compute a set of weight coefficients, wj that approximate y∗
as a linear combination of its k nearest neighbors along the manifold, such that y∗ ≈
∑k
j=1 wjyj [26, 43]. The values
of the weight coefficients, wj , can be computed by solving a least squares optimization subject to the constraint that∑k
j=1 wj = 1, with the constraint ensuring that the approximation is invariant under linear translation [26]. However,
if the number of nearest neighbors is greater than the dimension of the manifold, then the constrained least squares
problem does not have a unique solution. To address this issue, a method has been presented by Franz based on work by
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(9)
Where ε and γ are user defined tuning parameters chosen such that 0 < ε  1 and 1 < γ ∈ N. The quantity cj is
effectively a penalty term applied to the j th snapshot that works to both regularize the optimization and reduce the
contribution that snapshots far from y∗ make to its reconstruction. The result is the following optimization problem,












wj = 1 (11)
The weight coefficients obtained by solving Equations 10-11 can be used to reconstruct the high dimensional data as a







Where W∗ is the reconstructed high-dimensional data at p∗, w∗j are the weight coefficients that solve Equations 10-11,
and Wj are the high-dimensional snapshots that correspond to the k nearest neighbors of y∗in the recovered manifold.
The result of this process is a parametric, interpolation-based ROM that allows the user to predict field data at an
arbitrary point p∗ that lies within the domain sampled by the training data.
NLDR candidates do not presume any particular form for underlying behavior of the data, and the assumption of
local linearity made by the back-mapping procedure used in this study is less constraining than the assumption of global
linearity made by methods like POD. Consequently, NLDR algorithms have the potential to be applied to a wider range
of problems and could be promising candidates for bringing high-fidelity information into MDAO applications at a
feasible computational cost, even when the data being modeled is highly nonlinear.
III. Methodology
The previous section presents mathematical formulations for the DR and back-mapping techniques that are the basis
for developing predictive field surrogate models. A primary goal of this study is to implement these concepts into a
repeatable methodology that can be used to generate predictive field surrogate models for generic aerospace problems.
Once implemented, this methodology can then be applied to various applications and test problems to characterize its
performance. The proposed methodology consists of four fundamental procedures:
1) Data generation through evaluation of the Full Order Model (FOM)
2) Dimensionality reduction and projection into a reduced order representation
3) Obtain parametric mapping of design parameters to reduced order coordinates
4) Predict high-dimensional data field at out-of-sample design points
Analysts must be able to select the appropriate procedures for each of these steps if accurate field surrogate models are
to be generated.
For this study, training points and validation points are selected using maximin Latin Hypercube DoEs generated
using JMP®, in which points are chosen a priori to evenly sample the parameter space. Fields are generated by evaluating
each point in the DoE over a discretized spatial domain and storing the results in an array of vectors. For this study, only
steady-state parametric problems are considered; extensions of these methods to transient problems could be the subject
of future work.
The open-source Python framework Scikit Learn v. 0.22.1 is used to carry out DR [45]. Scikit Learn contains a
number of modules capable of carrying out the DR techniques of interest and also contains a number of utility functions
that can aid in developing more customized functionality. POD, ISOMAP, and LLE are included in this version of
Scikit Learn and have been validated through a number of examples and studies. For POD, the only tuning parameter
that is necessary to carry out DR is RIC. The "PCA" module in SciKit Learn computes the explained information of
each mode based on the corresponding singular values, which can be used directly to select the modes that must be
preserved to satisfy a desired RIC. For ISOMAP and LLE, the tuning parameters k, ε , and γ must be selected and do
not have well established procedures for doing so a priori. To address this, an algorithm adapted from Reference [27]
is implemented to optimize k, the pseudocode for which is presented in Algorithm 1. In this procedure, a metric, s,
is computed that quantifies the quality of the dimensionality reduction and is minimized through optimization. Per
recommendations in References [27] and [46], Kruskal’s stress is minimized when selecting k for ISOMAP, and the
variance of the ratio of Euclidean distance in the low-dimensional space to geodesic distance in the high-dimensional
space is minimized when selecting k for LLE. These metrics are given in the following equations:
skruskal(k) =
√∑
(di j(Wi,Wj) − ||yi − yj | |)2∑
d2i j(Wi,Wj)
(13)
svar ratio(k) = var
(




Where di j is the shortest path distance along the k-nearest neighbors graph between two points (meant to approximate
geodesic distance along themanifold) and y is the vector of coordinates of the corresponding points in the low-dimensional
space. When performing the reconstructions for ISOMAP and LLE, The reconstruction weights must sum to one,
as stated in Equation 11. For poorly chosen hyperparameters, it is possible for reconstruction weights to have large
positive or negative magnitudes, which can result in spurious oscillations at grid points near a discontinuity and can
result in non-physical predictions, such as negative densities. To mitigate this issue, an additional step is added to
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the optimization in which each validation point is evaluated and the corresponding reconstruction weight coefficients
are computed. If all weights are within the interval [−0.25,1.25], then the value of k is accepted. Otherwise, k is
incrementally increased until the weight constraint is achieved or a maximum number of iterations is reached (for this
study, the maximum number of iterations is chosen to be 10). The decision to incrementally increase k is based on
the engineering experience that DR quality does not degrade significantly for modest increases in k starting from the
optimal value, k∗, and increasing k can often have a smoothing effect on w since more points are available to perform
the reconstruction. The procedure carried out in Algorithm 1 only optimizes k and assumes given values of ε and γ. To
address this, reasonable ranges of ε and γ are chosen based on engineering experience and models are trained using
each combination of the min and max values of each parameter. Based on previous experience, model quality is much
more sensitive to k than it is to ε or γ, so the implementation of a robust procedure for selecting k is prioritized. A more
efficient procedure that optimizes all relevant hyperparameters may be developed in future studies.
As mentioned previously, an unstructured interpolator is needed to map design parameters to the low-dimensional
coordinate space. Radial Basis Function (RBF) interpolators were identified in the literature as plausible candidates
since they meet this criterion. The RBF interpolator that is built in to Scipy v. 1.2 is used to generate interpolators in this
research [47]. RBFs can be trained with a wide variety of possible kernel functions; for this study, the Thin-Plate Spline
(TPS) and Gaussian kernels are considered. An unstructured linear interpolator is also considered for comparison.
Different back-mapping methods must be developed for each method. The "PCA" module in Scikit Learn contains
methods for inverting POD for a given point in the low-dimensional coordinate space, so no additional development
effort is necessary for POD implementation. For ISOMAP and LLE, the back-mapping procedure discussed in the
previous section is implemented in Python 3.7.
To evaluate the quality of field predictions, it is necessary to derive an error metric quantifies the prediction error
over the entire grid. To do so, an error metric defined in Reference [27] is used that aggregates the prediction error









Where p∗ is the set of design parameters at the validation point, Wval is the true field snapshot obtained by evaluating
the FOM at p∗, W∗ is the predicted field at p∗, and the subscript i corresponds to the ith grid point in the field. This
metric can be computed over the entire grid, or can be applied to specific regions of interest in the field, such as in
the vicinity of a discontinuity. In this study, the "vicinity of the discontinuity" is obtained one of two ways. For
analytical test problems in which step sizes are constant and known, the vicinity of the shock is defined as any grid
point whose value does not correspond to one of the two "steady state" values observed on either side of the shock.
Stated formally, I B {i ∈ {1, ..n}|Wi , fs1, fs2}, where I is the set of indices of grid points that are within the
vicinity of the shock, Wi is the ith component of the field vector W, and fs1 and fs2 are the observed steady values
of the function before and after the discontinuity respectively. For CFD problems in which the post-shock values are
not constant and not known a priori, an engineering approximation is used to infer which points which points are
in the vicinity of the shock by selecting gird points whose deviation between the predicted value and the true value
exceed some threshold, τ. This approximation is similar to a procedure implemented in Reference [27]. For this study,
τ B 0.01(maxiWval − miniWval) is used to define the threshold. The set of points in the vicinity of the shock is then
defined as follows: I B {i ∈ {1, ..n}| |Wvali −W
∗
i | > τ}. Shock error is then computed by summing Equation 15 over
the set I, rather than summing over all grid points.
IV. Results
A. Test Problem: Simple Step Function
Perhaps the most challenging aspect of the application of ROMs to hypersonic flows is the representation and
reconstruction of shocks. To isolate this issue, it is useful to apply ROM techniques to a simple discontinuous step
function based on the following analytical definition:
f (x; p) =
{
0 0 ≤ x < l(p)
1 l(p) ≤ x ≤ 1
(16)
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Algorithm 1: Optimize Number of Nearest Neighbors k (Adapted from Reference [27])
Data: Training cases stored in m × n array; Validation cases stored in v × n array; User-defined ε and γ; Metric
function s(·)
Result: Optimized value of k
Compute optimal embedding;
klist = [(dim(p) + 1) : m − 1]; s∗ = k∗ = ∞;
while |klist | > 1 do
ktest =
[
b 14 |klist |c, b
1






for i in ktest do
Apply DR at k = klist [i];
stest [i] = s(klist [i]);
if s(klist [i]) < s∗ then
s∗ = s(klist [i]);
k∗ = klist [i];
if min(slist ) == stest [0] then
delete klist
[
b 12 |klist |c :
]
;
else if min(slist ) == stest [1] then
delete klist
[











0 : b 12 |klist |c
]
;
Check bounds on reconstruction weight coefficients kbest = k∗;wmin = −0.25;wmax = 1.25; max_iter = 10;
for i in range(v) do
Compute weight coefficients for prediction i;
Obtain min/max weight coefficient for prediction i;





max = −∞; iter = 0; k = k∗;
while wmini < wmin and wmaxi > wmax do
k += 1;
Apply DR using k;
for i in range(v) do
Compute weight coefficients for prediction i;
Obtain min/max weight coefficient for prediction i;
if wmini > wmin and wmaxi < wmax then
return k
iter += 1;
if iter > max_iter then
Warn user that optimal k could not be found to meet criteria;
return k∗
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(a) Step Location vs. Design Parameter (b) Low-Dimensional Representation
Fig. 2 Setup of 1-D Step Function Test Problem
(a) Sample Mean (b) Four Most Significant Modes





Where p is a user-defined input parameter that controls the location of the step, l(p), on the interval x ∈ [0,1]. By
varying the parameter p, snapshots can be generated with different step locations based on Equation 17. The relation
between p and the shock location l(p) is shown in Figure 2a and an example grid over which the snapshots are generated
is shown in Figure 2b. This problem is useful for illustrative purposes because it eliminates much of the complexity that
exists in real hypersonic applications so focus can be placed specifically on the ability to capture discontinuities.
Snapshots are generated by sampling m evenly-spaced values of p ∈ [1,10]. The grid is composed of n points along
the interval x ∈ [0,1]; the grid points are chosen to be a higher resolution in x than the snapshots have in p to avoid
samples where different values of p result in identical snapshots. The grid is generated using logarithmic spacing to
provide high grid resolution near x = 1, where steps are likely to cluster if p is sampled evenly. Snapshots are generated
by storing the values of f at each grid point in x in a vector to form the data set F = {f1, ..., fm}, where fi ∈ Rn and the
subscript i corresponds to the value pi used to generate the ith snapshot.
POD is then applied to the data set F to obtain a low-dimensional linear projection. Since m < n, POD projects the
data into a linear subspace spanned by m − 1 orthogonal modes, though this number can be further reduced by applying
an RIC < 1 based on Equation 5. To illustrate this, Figure 3 shows the sample mean and the four most significant modes
that are produced by applying POD to the problem for the case where m = 100 and n = 1000.
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(a) ISOMAP Embedding (b) LLE Embedding
Fig. 4 Low-Dimensional Representations Obtained Using Manifold Learning Methods
To assess the impact that POD model reduction has on model accuracy, RIC = 0.9,0.99,0.999, and 1.0 are
considered. POD models are trained using each value of RIC to reduce the number of modes that are preserved in the
projection. For each model, the preserved modes are identified and interpolate models are fit to map values of p to the
coefficients aj that correspond to each mode φ j(x). These coefficients are then used to reconstruct the high-dimensional
data at a prediction point, p∗ by linearly combining modes according to Equation 6.
After the POD-bsed field surrogate models are generated, models are developed using ISOMAP and LLE. When
applying these NLDR algorithms, it is appropriate to assume that the dimension of the underlying manifold is one,
since it is known a priori that only one parameter is being varied to generate the snapshots [26]. Using the optimization
procedure discussed in the previous section, it is found that k = 2 is the optimal number of nearest neighbors for
both ISOMAP and LLE. Due to the simplicity of this problem, predictions for each model were found to be largely
insensitive to ε and γ, so default values of ε = 0.01 and γ = 2 are used. The embeddings obtained by each algorithm
are show in Figure 4. Both algorithms are able to obtain an embedding that accurately reflects the behavior in the
original data set. Not only are embedded points sorted by design parameter, both embeddings also exhibit a clustering of
points near p = 10, which is due to the clustering of steps across snapshots (illustrated in Figure 2a). When comparing
this representation to the modes recovered by POD in Figure 3, it is shown that both ISOMAP and LLE are able to
obtain a low-dimensional representation that is more reflective of the behavior observed in the training set, which could
impact the relative quality of models trained using each method. Using these embeddings, the back-mapping procedure
discussed in the previous section is then used to reconstruct the high dimensional data at predicted values.
Once all surrogate models are generated, 20 validation points are evaluated using each model. These validation
points are chosen to be evenly spaced along the interval p ∈ [1.2,9.8]. The accuracy of the predictions made by each
model are compared to assess the accuracy of each method. For illustration, predictions made by each model are
shown in Figure 5 at p = 7.86 for m = 100 and n = 1000. It is observed that the reduced POD models (Figures 5a-5c)
approximately capture the location of the step, but the function values near the step exhibit spurious oscillations which
are highly undesirable. Even for RIC = 0.999, oscillations in the vicinity of the step can exhibit fluctuations larger than
±10%. Meanwhile, models trained using POD that preserve all available modes (RIC = 1.0), ISOMAP and LLE each
accurately predict the step location with no spurious oscillations (Figure 5 only shows one example, but this behavior is
observed over all 20 validation points). From this, it is possible to conclude that full POD, ISOMAP, and LLE are all
viable candidate DR methods for discontinuous fields. Reduced POD (RIC < 1.0) is not considered for the remaining
test applications.
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(a) POD, RIC ≥ .9 (b) POD, RIC ≥ .99
(c) POD, RIC ≥ .999 (d) POD, RIC = 1.000
(e) ISOMAP (f) LLE
Fig. 5 Example Step Reconstructions at p = 7.86, Models Trained with Sample Size m = 100
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(a) POD (b) ISOMAP
(c) LLE
Fig. 6 Model Fit and Evaluation Costs vs. Model Type
While full POD, ISOMAP, and LLE are all found to produce surrogate models of comparable accuracy, it is
important to note that the POD-based model must preserve m − 1 dimensions while ISOMAP- and LLE-based models
must only preserve one dimension. This has significant ramifications for evaluation cost, as is shown in Figure 6. To
generate these plots, models are fit repeatedly using each method for a range of m and n. Training cost and average
evaluation cost are measured in CPU-time over these ranges to assess trends and sensitivities. From these plots, it is
observed that the evaluation cost of the POD model increases rapidly as both number of training snapshots, m, and
number of grid points, n, increase. This is a direct consequence of the fact that full POD must preserve m − 1 DoFs
to adequately resolve the step. By evaluating an m − 1 dimension interpolate model, and combining m − 1 modes
of dimension n when generating predictions, the evaluation cost of the full POD-based model increases rapidly as
the training data set increases in size. Meanwhile, the evaluation costs of ISOMAP- and LLE-based models are both
shown to be insensitive to m, and grow much more modestly as n increases. This is because ISOMAP and LLE both
produce models with only one DoF, and only require k = 2 snapshots to be combined when generating predictions.
Low evaluation cost is critical to the overall motivation of implementing these models into coupled analyses. The
differences in scaling between linear methods and the tested nonlinear methods is significant and could be used to justify
the application of nonlinear ROMs in future studies.
B. Test Problem: Two-Dimensional Step Function
The previous test problem is intended to isolate and compare the ability of POD, ISOMAP, and LLE to represent
variable discontinuities over a grid in the simplest case. Next, a test problem is derived to increase the complexity of
the problem to include a few more distinct features of hypersonic applications that are of interest. The test problem
considered here is a two-dimensional step function along a wedge with variable angle, as shown in Figure 7. The value
of the scalar function is given by the following equations:
f (x, y; a, β, δ) =
{
a2 y ≤ s(x; β, δ)
0 y > s(x; β, δ)
(18)
s(x; β, δ) = tan(β + δ) ∗ x (19)
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Where a controls the size of the step, β is the angle of the step relative to the wedge, and δ is the angle of the wedge.
The geometry of this problem is intended to resemble a simplified version of two-dimensional supersonic flow over a
wedge with a "shock", but simplified using analytical functions to eliminate complexities of physical flow solutions and
allow for more direct control over features of interest.
The two key features of interest that this test problem adds are the parametric nonlinear variation of step size and the
variation of grid geometry. The spatial domain is discretized using a 200 × 200 structured grid, in which grid points are
arranged in an ordered manner such that each grid point can be referenced using i, j indices, as illustrated in Figure 8.
The grid is fixed to the wedge, so varying the wedge angle, δ, causes the spatial location of grid points to change. To
train the model, a Latin Hypercube DoE of 200 samples is evaluated using the parameter ranges listed in Table 3. An
additional Latin Hypercube DoE of 50 samples are evaluated and used as validation samples to evaluate the predictive
capabilities of the model.
Fig. 7 Illustration of Two-Dimensional Test Problem
(a) (b)
Fig. 8 Notional Illustration of the (a) Grid Fit to a Sample Two-Dimensional Geometry and the (b) Transfor-
mation to a Common Structured Format
After the training samples are generated, field surrogate models are trained. POD, ISOMAP, and LLE are considered
as candidate methods for dimensionality reduction. Additionally, linear interpolation, Thin-Plate Spline (TPS) RBF,
and Gaussian RBF methods are considered as candidate methods for the interpolation step. For this problem, POD
models are only trained using RIC = 1.0 to maximize model accuracy. For ISOMAP and LLE, the hyperparameters k,
ε , and γ are optimized using the procedure discussed in Section III. Due to the categorical nature of these variables,





Table 3 Input Parameter Ranges for 2-D Analytical Step Function
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Fig. 9 Average Norm of Error over Full Grid vs. Model Type
interpolation methods), 12 unique ISOMAP-based models (3 interpolation methods × 2 ε values × 2 γ values) and 12
unique LLE-based models (same combinations as ISOMAP).
After each model is trained, the 50 validation points are evaluated using each model and error metrics are computed.
As discussed in the previous section, the norm of the error can be computed to reduce error over the field to a scalar
quantity which can then be compared across models. For this problem, it useful to look at the error norm both over
the entire field (referred to as "total error") and in the vicinity of the step (referred to as "shock error"). To isolate the
grid points near the step, the "steady" values of the function are obtained by sampling points in the field that are far
from the discontinuity and are not affected by near-shock errors or oscillations in the prediction. Grid points with these
"steady" values are omitted when computing the shock error. The error norms over all 50 validation points are averaged
and used to compare each model. The error norms over the full grid and in the vicinity of the shock for each model
type are shown graphically in Figure 9 and 10 respectively. In these plots, the values of the main bars correspond the
average value of the average error norm for models trained using each combination of dimensionality reduction and
interpolation technique. The interval for the bars in the ISOMAP and LLE groups correspond to the full range observed





Table 4 NLDR Hyperparameter Ranges
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Fig. 10 Average Norm of Error near Shock vs. Model Type
Method Interpolator k ε γ
POD RBF (TPS) – – –
ISOMAP RBF (TPS) 20 0.1 4
LLE RBF (TPS) 194 0.1 2
Table 5 Best Model Settings for each DR Technique





POD -17.6% 40.2% 0.0573 0.0479 1.55%
ISOMAP -10.7% 11.9% 0.0645 0.0406 2.62%
LLE -1.22% 4.83% 0.0679 0.0579 1.92%
Table 6 Error Metrics for 2-D Step Predictions
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(a) True Field (b) POD
(c) ISOMAP (d) LLE
Fig. 11 Example 2D Step Reconstructions at a = 5.06, β = 10.5°, and δ = 13.9°
The settings that produce the best models for each DR technique are shown in Table 5. The error metrics that
correspond to these models are shown in Table 6. An example of predictions for each of these models is shown in
Figure 11. The cost of training and evaluating these models is reported in Table 7. From the data, several important
observations can be made. First, it is shown that POD outperforms both ISOMAP and LLE when predicting the size of
the step. This is observed by comparing the average error in the "steady" prediction of the step size and is also reflected
in the computation of the error norm over the full grid. Next, it is observed that ISOMAP outperforms both POD and
LLE when predicting behavior in the vicinity of the step. This is because ISOMAP exhibits less extreme oscillations
near the step, and the errors that ISOMAP predictions exhibit occur in a narrower region of space. This is observed
qualitatively in Figure 11 and is quantified by comparing the overshoot/undershoot of the model. The error norm in
the vicinity of the step is lowest using ISOMAP; however, the error norm over the full grid is lowest for POD since
ISOMAP accumulates larger error in the "steady" region of the field due to a larger discrepancy in the prediction of the
step size. Finally, LLE under-performs POD and ISOMAP in all metrics. This is likely because LLE models predict





POD 2.198 2.630 0.097
ISOMAP 2.540 97.65 0.022
LLE 124.16 2879.98 0.228





Table 8 Input Parameter Ranges for Fixed Geometry Airfoil
very smooth steps that exhibit variation over a large region of space. While LLE models exhibited the best overshoot and
undershoot and outperformed ISOMAP in the prediction of the step size, the prediction of behavior near the step is too
smooth and highly undesirable when trying to resolve discontinuous features. The smoothing effect observed in the LLE
models is likely caused by the high value of k found by the optimizer and could be specific to the nature of this problem.
For this problem, the cost of a single DR call is comparable between ISOMAP and POD. However, the total training
cost of the ISOMAP-based model is mach larger than the cost of training the POD-based model because DR must be
performed repeatedly for the ISOMAP-based model when optimizing k while the POD must only be performed once.
The evaluation cost of the ISOMAP-based model is significantly lower than the evaluation cost of the POD-based model.
Based on these values, the ISOMAP-based model would break even with the POD-based model after approximately
1267 evaluations. This number could be reduced if a more efficient k-optimization scheme is developed, which will be
the subject of future investigation. The evaluation training cost of the LLE model is substantially higher than ISOMAP
or POD because of the high value of k found by the optimizer. LLE is impractical based on these cost and performance
data, but these short-comings may be specific to the nature of this problem.
C. Two-dimensional Hypersonic Flow over Airfoil
The final test problem considered in this study is the application of field surrogate modeling to the prediction of
high-speed aerodynamic fields. In this problem, the aerodynamic field is computed over a symmetric NACA 0006 airfoil.
To generate solutions, NASA’s Fully Unstructured Navier-Stokes 3D (FUN3D) v. 13.4 is used. FUN3D was developed
at the NASA Langley Research Center and is the current state-of-the-art flow analysis support tool for NASA programs
[48]. FUN3D is an unstructured, node-based Euler and RANS solver that can be applied to two- or three-dimensional
flows for either transient or steady-state conditions. For this study, solutions are computed using steady-state, laminar,
compressible, perfect gas physics. The solver is executed with a van Leer flux splitting method with a heuristic van
Albada flux limiter for the inviscid flux calculations. The solver is run for 4000 total iterations; the first 50 iterations are
carried out using first order approximations and the last 200 iterations are carried out with a frozen limiter. Solutions
are considered converged if the residual for each of the governing equations decreases by three orders of magnitude.
Altitude is assumed to be 30,000 m; reference quantities and scaling parameters are computed based on the ambient
properties at this altitude according to the ARDC standard atmospheric model [49].
Grid generation is carried out using Pointwise® v. 18.2 [50]. Pointwise allows for the generation of both structured
and unstructured grids and contains a scripting interface that allows gird generation to be partially automated. In this
study, snapshots are generated using structured grids to ensure that the number of grid points and their relative locations
and connectivity are preserved across a set of snapshots. This ensures that each grid point has the same behavior relative
to each other grid point across each snapshot in the data set, which allows the DR algorithm to recover meaningful
patterns in the data set [26, 35]. It is important to note that methods have been developed to deform unstructured
grids so variable geometries with unstructured grids can have these same properties [51, 52]. However, these methods
present significant challenges as they are often limited in the ranges of shape variation that can be realized before
the deformed grid degenerates, especially when fine, high aspect ratio cells are used to resolve boundary layers [35].
Though deformable unstructured grids could potentially be feasible for some applications, they are not used in this study
for logistical purposes.
The domain of the field around the airfoil is discretized using a 1197 × 400 structured grid, as is shown in Figure 12.
To generate the training data, a Latin Hypercube DoE of 100 samples is generated by varying flow Mach number (M)
and angle of attack (α) using the variable ranges listed in Table 8. An additional 50 validation cases are generated using
a Latin Hypercube DoE with the same ranges. The same model types, combinations, and procedures are applied to this
test problem as were applied to the 2-D analytical step function in the previous section.
After each model is trained, the 50 validation points are evaluated using each model and error metrics are computed.
The ranges of error norms over the entire grid and in the vicinity of the shock are presented in Figures 13 and 14
respectively. The settings that produce the best models for each DR technique are listed in Table 9. Using these best
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(a) Full Grid (b) Zoomed in on Leading Edge
Fig. 12 Structured Airfoil Grid for NACA 0006 Airfoil Test
Method Interpolator k ε γ
POD RBF (TPS) – – –
ISOMAP RBF(TPS) 15 0.01 4
LLE RBF (TPS) 24 0.01 4
Table 9 Best Model Settings for each DR Technique
Fig. 13 Average Norm of Error over Full Grid vs. Model Type
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Fig. 14 Average Norm of Error near Shock vs. Model Type





POD 22.10 23.55 1.125
ISOMAP 17.71 360.5 0.0930
LLE 36.46 1513.4 0.1457
Table 10 Cost Data for Airfoil Models
model settings, an example prediction and the associated absolute error calculations for the pressure field at M = 4.2
and α = 3.02° are depicted in Figure 15. The cost of training and evaluating these models is reported in Table 10. The
observations that can be drawn from these figures are similar to those obtained in the 2-D analytical step function. Again,
POD-based models exhibit lower error than ISOMAP and LLE over the entire grid while ISOMAP- and LLE-based
models outperform POD when making predictions in the vicinity of the shock. The optimal value of k found for
the LLE-based model is much lower for this problem than in the 2-D analytical step function, which enabled a more
precise reconstruction of the discontinuity. For all DR methods, an RBF interpolator with a TPS kernel is found to
produce predictions with the lowest error while the RBF interpolator with a Gaussian kernel produces predictions with a
significantly higher error. LLE-based models are found to be much more sensitive to variations in ε and γ than the
ISOMAP-based models. Similar to the 2-D step function, the training cost of the POD-based model is found to be
lower than the ISOMAP- and LLE-based models, but the ISOMAP- and LLE-based models have significantly lower
evaluation costs. Using the values in Table 10, it is estimated that the total cost of the ISOMAP-based model would
break even with the POD-based model after approximately 327 evaluations, while the total cost of the LLE-based model
would break even with the POD-based model after approximately 1522 evaluations. Compared to the 2-D step function,
the lower value of k that is obtained for the LLE-based model results in a much more reasonable cost, meaning that the
practical application of these ROMs to coupled analyses is highly dependent on the choice of k.
V. Conclusion
The goal of this paper is to make meaningful contributions to the state-of-the-art in the field of hypersonics systems
engineering and MDAO. Reduced order models have been identified as a key enabler to allow hypersonic system
designers to represent high-fidelity field data in coupled analyses at a manageable evaluation cost. This study describes
the implementation of a ROM-based design methodology developed by implementing multiple techniques from the
open literature. The experiments of this study demonstrate the ability of this methodology to generate field surrogate
models at the disciplinary level. Future studies will focus on expanding the suite of methods available for each step of
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(a) True Solution
(b) POD Prediction (c) ISOMAP Prediction (d) LLE Prediction
(e) POD Error (f) ISOMAP Error (g) LLE Error
Fig. 15 Predictions of Pressure near Airfoil Leading Edge and Absolute Prediction Errors for DR Method
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the process, characterizing these methods to enable analysts to select the proper methods for a given application, and on
the implementation of these methods into coupled analysis to demonstrate their capabilities and benefits when used to
make system-level predictions.
Another contribution of this study is the direct comparison of linear DR (namely POD) with nonlinear DR (namely
ISOMAP and LLE) in terms of their ability to generate accurate and cost effective field surrogate models. In the simple
step function test problem, it is observed that reduced POD is unable to resolve discontinuous features without spurious
oscillations but was able to accurately predict step location when all DoFs are preserved. The 1-D step function also
illustrates the ability of NLDR algorithms to recover clustering in the low-dimensional manifold that results from
common behavior in the response fields across each sample. This could allow NLDR models to benefit from adaptive
sampling, which has been shown to be promising in the literature will be explored in future work [27]. In the 2-D step
function, it is observed that ISOMAP outperforms POD when resolving discontinuous features in the field while POD
outperforms both ISOMAP and LLE in predicting the steady-state response behind the step. This discrepancy may be
addressed by applying different DR and/or back-mapping techniques and will be the subject of further investigation.
Similar behavior is observed in a 2-D CFD test case, in which both ISOMAP and LLE are found to outperform POD
when making predictions of field quantities in the vicinity of a strong bow shock while POD outperformed ISOMAP and
LLE when assessing accuracy over the grid as a whole. Future studies will look into increasing the complexity of the
CFD applications, such as allowing for shape variations and assessing problems with a higher-dimensional design space.
Finally, ISOMAP and LLE are shown to have the potential to create models with a much lower evaluation cost than
those trained using POD, but the need for multiple DR calls during hyperparameter optimization results in ISOMAP-
and LLE-based models having a significantly higher training cost. The total offline cost, and thus the break-even point
of these models, is highly sensitive to k. Methods for optimizing the value of k more efficiently will be investigated in
future studies. However, due to the lower evaluation cost, the nonlinear methods tested in this study could be more
desirable candidates for training models that will eventually be implemented in coupled MDAO applications.
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